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WISDOM / KNOWLEDGE / UNDERSTANDING 

3-03-18 
HH)  SIS;   understanding;   more understanding cometh;   receive it;   no hesitation;   
ucial, crucial, crucial; 

4-06-18 
HH)  vSIS;   vow, vow, vow not vicariously;   serious, solemn matter;   be absolutely 
certain;   make no vow in careless abandon;   make no vow because of peers;   make 
no vow without complete understanding and wisdom, and discernment;   crucial, 
My Children, crucial;   come before Me for understanding, not man;   come to Me, come 
to Me;    

4-16-18 
HH)   SIS;   the light is dawning;   understand;   as never before;   allow it, Child;   I AAI 
w/ANJ that the light is dawning and I understand all that Almighty God has for me to 
understand concerning it.)   vSIS;   Clarify, Clarify as I give;   hesitate not;   use My 
means;   discernment, discernment, insight 

5-29-18 
HH)   Punctuated, Punctuated, I have Punctuated precisely;   change it not;   tell them 
change not My Punctuation;   pay close attention to what and how I have Punctuated;   
purpose in each mark or lack of;   let not the enemy punctuate in your hearts;   
understand;  understand;   understand;   understand;   dire that you understand 

7-01-18 
L)  Understanding, Understanding, Understanding, I call forthUnderstanding for each 
washed at this laver today;   
HP)  Leading Edge, Leading Edge, pay attention to what I am doing, saying with the 
Leading Edge;  careful, careful attention, Child;   all must be exact;   (I agree, Father)   
let the Hallelujahs ring;    

8-04-18 
HH)   stand united before Me that I may bless;   wisdom, knowledge, understanding at 
ever increasing rates for My Bride;  yes, My Obedient Bride;   stand, stand, stand before 
Me;   stand, stand, stand for Me;   absorb, breathe Me in;   do so with solemn breaths;  
now, make all legal, for now you know how;   

8-08-18 
30 minutes:  seat of knowledge;   approach;   (Lord, here am I.)   allow Me to fill;   fill to 
capacity I've given;   (w/A of YNJ I AAI the filling of knowledge in me to the capacity You 
have given Me, Almighty God.)   success 
and apprehension is gone;   tell them to not fear the depth of My depths for I am with 
them;   

8-16-18 
HH)  wisdom, wisdom, wisdom, allow My wisdom to enter your being;   (Father, I 
allow Your wisdom to enter my being and w/A of YNJ I AAI allowing the wisdom 
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Almighty God has for me to enter my being all according to the will and plans of 
Almighty God.)   so be it, so be it;   Hallelujah, Hallelujah;   sealed, sealed for all time;   
(Thank You, Father)   go now;   enlightened with My Joy 

8-24-18 
HP)  SIS;   much coming to light, Child;   be not amazed;   take in every detail;   let 
none pass by;   yes, revelation after revelation;   be ready, watching, looking;   receive 
each completely;   take in their understanding;   understand;   

8-28-18 
HH)   (When I planted my feet in the Might...)   the measures of Might are increasing, 
Child;   allow them;   vSIS;   so much coming to pass, My Child;   use all your 
wisdom, knowledge, understanding and power threaded with Might to grasp 
every detail;   (Father, I choose to do so as You have said and w/A of YNJ I AAI this 
choice.)   Child, exercise your rights;    

11-15-18 
L)   My knowledge awaits your discernment;   understand;  see why you must be in 
a constant state of awareness 

11-25-18 
L)   SIS;   Success;   Claim it;   ( I legally Claim Success as Almighty God instructed and 
I legally AAI it w/A of YNJ.)   expect, expect expect;   
HP)  Wisdom, Wisdom, Wisdom;   call it forth;   (I call forth Wisdom as  Almighty God 
has instructed and w/A of YNJ, I legally AAI this calling forth of Wisdom.)    Power, 
Power, Power;   you have it, Child, now use it for you also have the right to do so;   
30 minutes:   you shall learn of the technical things of My modes;   (my vision was red)   
Child, your foundation is solid, I call it so 

11-26-18 
HP)  be not afraid to step forth;   step forth in faith, trust, wisdom, and knowledge;   you 
have them all;   use them to the fullest;   understand;   use them; 

12-04-18 
HH)  Child, Child, you must act upon the knowledge you've gained here in the city;   
this; city where hope is embraced;    (Manhattan) allow all My purposes, Child, legally 
allow them; (did) legally so)   Child, your obedience without question just allowed 
Me to open doors legally that I had not been able to open before;   Hallelujah;   now 
watch for My flood;   My legal flood of knowledge, understanding, and wisdom is flowing 
forth;   receive of them, My Child; 


